Medjet Memberships
Travel Protection. Elevated.
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MEDJET is the premier global air medical transport and travel security membership program for travelers. Accidents, illness and safety concerns can happen anywhere. Medjet can get you home.
MEDJETASSIST provides and pays for hospital-to-hospital medical transfer of a member if injury or illness occur during domestic or international travel, more than 150 miles from home. Unlike health or travel insurance, which typically transports to
the “nearest acceptable facility” if “medically necessary,” a Medjet Member is transferred to their home hospital of choice,
regardless of medical necessity, for the cost of the membership and nothing more. With medical transport costs ranging
from $30,000 to over $180,000, why risk it?
MEDJETHORIZON includes all the renowned medical transport benefits of a MedjetAssist membership, plus worldwide travel
security, crisis response and evacuation services. Members have access to our 24/7 travel security network for in-country
response to a wide range of safety concerns and threats while traveling including terrorism, natural disaster, political threats,
violent crime and wrongful detention. These safety concerns are sadly a growing reality for today’s traveler, even in places
once considered “safe.” MedjetHorizon can respond as soon as a member feels uneasy; there is no need to wait for government issued hard triggers or evacuation orders, which most travel insurance policies must wait for. Covering: Natural Disaster,
Disappearance, Kidnap for Ransom, Violent Crime, Political Threat, Terrorism, Wrongful Detention, Blackmail & Extortion,
Hijack, and Pandemic.

Jim Dobson, Forbes

VIDEO [Click to Play]
Why CEOs Recommend Medjet

“I discovered Medjet a few years ago and have purchased a
membership every year.”

Peter Greenberg, Author/Travel Editor,
CBS News
“Medjet does the best job for one very important reason. The
fine-print disclaimers that you’ll find in travel policies are virtually
eliminated ... I strongly advise you to consider this.”

Jena Gardner, President, JG Black
Book of Travel
“Medjet is a no-brainer as far as I’m concerned. Travel is my
business; I travel almost constantly and I wouldn’t go on a trip
without them. I’ve seen Medjet in action and it’s like having
family take care of you.”

RECENT MEMBER TRANSPORTS
Palanpur, India > Seattle, WA $175,899
Addu City, Maldives > Naples, FL $155,686
Sydney, AU > Palm Beach, FL $142,887
Chang Rai, Thailand > Taylors, SC $132,800
Tuczon, AZ > New Brunswick, ME $27,900
MeyerAndAssoc.com/Global-Medical-Transport | (800) 635-7801

COMPARE MEDJET MEMBERSHIPS: MEDJETASSIST & MEDJETHORIZON

Compare Benefits

MedjetAssist

MedjetHorizon

Medical & Transport Benefits:

Hospital to Hospital Medical Transfer for the
member regardless of Medical Necessity
Members determine to which Medical Facility to be
moved
All-Expenses-Paid Air Medical Transport in the
United States as well as Internationally
Covers both business and personal travel
Travel Medical Emergency Referals, Monitoring,
Telephone Interpretation and Message Relay
Transfer of Mortal Remains
Emergency Medical Cash Advance
Ground Ambulance and Specialty Hospital Transfer
(under 150 miles)

Travel Security and Crisis Response
Benefits:

24/7 Travel Security Response and Evacuation
Services due to Political Threat, Terrorism, Natural
Disaster, Pandemic and Violent Crime
24/7 Crisis Response to Kidnap for Ransom,
Disappearance, Wrongful Detention, Blackmail &
Extortion, Hijacking
Trip Intelligence and e-Alerts
Legal Referrals

MeyerAndAssoc.com/Global-Medical-Transport
(800) 635-7801
Info@MeyerAndAssoc.com

